
               TRUE BOLT-ON TRIPLE TREE FOR I--IARLEY DAVIDSON BAGGERS INSTRUCTIONS 

Important Installation Notes: 

>- Read entire instruction pamphlet prior to commencing installation. Familiarize yourself with the tools 

required to install this product and how the hardware supplied operates and properly fits. 

>- Check the package to be sure you received all the necessary items included for this product. 

>- Obtain the factory service manual with detailed instructions on the removal of your stock parts necessary 

for installing this kit. 

Preparation: 

This product is designed to be installed and used as described in the assembly instructions. You understand and 

agree not to modify the product and agree not to use any components, parts, or accessories in connection with the 

installation and the use of the product that are not authorized and approved by Misfit. 

This kit is to be installed only by a certified mechanic at a licensed motorcycle facility trained in Harley Davidson's 

and custom V-twin motorcycles. 

Position motorcycle on a quality motorcycle lift with a weight rating greater than the weight of your motorcycle. 

Securely position and lock down motorcycle before attempting any work. 

Make sure that motorcycle is balanced and fastened to the lift before raising and removing complete front end. 

>- Remove the front fender, then the front wheel. 

>- Remove stock front fairing, handlebars, front fork covers, and fork tube assemblies. 
***KEEP ALL MOUNTING HARDWARE, IT WILL BE USED AGAIN***

** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * *********BEFORE TEARING BIKE APART****************************

*********

 STEP A: Press Keck Stem into Top Triple Tree 

and Install L1J" Clip on Keck Stem *********

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

If you have any quests regarding installation of our 6 degree "True Bolt on" Bagger Triple Trees for Harley Davidson 

touring models, please feel free to call our technical support team at (877) 647-3489 

Enjoy your new front end and ride safe! 



 
    "True Bolt On" Bagger Triple Tree Hardware Kit 

Installation Kit Includes: Included but Not Photographed: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

(4) 3/8 x 1" Washer

(4) Hex Nut Threaded Inserts

(4) 3/8-16 X 1 %''

(1) 5/16-18 X 1 %''

(1) 5/16-18 X 3/4"

(1) 5/16-18 X 1/2"

(1) Stern Nut

(1) C Clip

(1) Bearing - Dust Seal Included with Bearing

(2) Top out Spacer-PVC-(not shown)

(2) Riser - w/riser bolt 1/2"-13 x 2 1/4"

12. (4) 1/4" -28 x 1" Fork Can Bolt Stainless

13. (2) 3/8"-18 x 1" Fork Stop Bolt (If Needed)

*** All parts shown in hardware kit will be used in this installation process*** 



*Additional page shows extra part and hardware needed to run 1" lowering kit*

 
"Bolt On" Bagger Triple Tree Additional Hardware for Running a 1" Lowering Kit 

Optional Hardware for running a 1" lowering kit 

Kit MB-1049 Includes the following hardware: 

1. (2) Fork Tube Adapter

2. (2) Copper Crush Washer

3. (2) 8MM x 50MM Bolt

0 



Installation Steps: 

Misfit 6 Degree "Bolt-On" Bagger Triple Trees 

Ste 1: Remove your stock upper and lower triple tree 

ssemhly. Look for wear on the lower steering neck 

earing race. (Replace hearing and race if necessary. 

Step A: Place supplied T" clip on neck stem. Press neck Step 2: ***IMPORTANr**Pack supplied upper neck 
stem into top triple tree. earing with grease. 

Ste 3: Install the new, supplied, dust shield and upper 

eek hearing to the neck stem. Slide hearing dust cover 

nd packed hearing onto the neck stem of the upper tree 
s shown. 

I STEP 3 I 












